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Dual-Band Dual-Linear-to-Circular Polarization
Converter in Transmission Mode Application to

K /Ka-Band Satellite Communications
Parinaz Naseri , Member, IEEE, Sérgio A. Matos , Member, IEEE, Jorge R. Costa , Senior Member, IEEE,

Carlos A. Fernandes , Senior Member, IEEE, and Nelson J. G. Fonseca , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— Many wireless communication applications such as1

satellite communications use circularly polarized (CP) signals,2

with the requirement for easy switching of the polarization sense3

between uplink and downlink. Specifically, in satellite commu-4

nications, the trend is also to move to higher frequencies and5

integrate the receiving and transmitting antennas in one dual-6

band terminal. However, these simultaneous demands make the7

design and fabrication of the composing parts very challenging.8

We propose, here, a dual-band dual-linear polarization (LP)-to-9

CP converter that works in the transmission mode. The working10

principle of this polarizer is explained through an example for11

Ka-band satellite communications at 19.7–20.2 and 29.5–30 GHz.12

The LP-to-CP converter is a single panel composed of identical13

unit cells with a thickness of only 1.05 mm and a size of14

5.3 mm × 5.3 mm. Due to its operation in the transmission15

mode, the polarizer can be combined with a simple dual-band16

dual-LP antenna to obtain the desired dual-band dual-CP single17

antenna. However, the unique property of this polarizer is yet18

the fact that it converts a given LP wave, e.g., x-polarization,19

to orthogonal CP waves at the two nonadjacent frequency bands,20

e.g., left-handed CP at lower band and right-handed CP at higher21

band. The polarizer is tested both with 20 and 30 GHz LP22

rectangular horns to illuminate a dual-band transmit array (TA)23

to obtain wide-angle steering of CP beams. The performance of24

the polarizer and its association with the TA is evaluated through25

simulation and measurements. We also present design guidelines

AQ:1

AQ:2

AQ:3

26

for this type of polarizer.27

Index Terms— Antenna–filter–antenna, circular polariza-28

tion (CP), dual-band antennas, frequency selective surfaces,29

periodic structures, polarization conversion.30
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I. INTRODUCTION 31

IN SOME applications such as satellite and point-to- 32

multipoint communications, circular polarization (CP) is 33

preferred over linearly polarized (LP) radiation because it 34

is less influenced by multipath fading and by polarization 35

mismatch associated with ground terminal mobility [1]. 36

For satellite communications (satcom), besides CP, 37

an antenna is usually required to operate at two distinct and 38

nonadjacent frequency bands in orthogonal polarizations as 39

a means to further enhance the isolation between transmit 40

and receive signals, as power flux densities for those types 41

of applications are very low and particularly sensitive to 42

interference. For example, broadband satellite communications 43

at Ka-band make use of a dedicated frequency spectrum with 44

the downlink (D/L) at 19.7–20.2 GHz and the uplink (U/L) at 45

29.5–30 GHz. If the user (ground) terminal receives (D/L) a 46

left-handed CP (LHCP) electromagnetic (EM) field, it should 47

transmit (U/L) an orthogonal EM field, in this case, a 48

right-handed CP (RHCP) field. Another important aspect 49

for mobile satcom applications associated with spot beam 50

broadband satellites is the polarization diversity over the 51

service area, meaning that the user terminal must be able to 52

switch from one polarization to another in both bands, while 53

maintaining the polarization orthogonality between the two 54

bands when doing the handover between one spot and the 55

adjacent one. 56

In order to respond to these requirements, user terminal 57

antennas for Ka-band satcom often use a horn antenna com- 58

bined with an orthomode transducer to feed a reflector [2], [3] 59

or transmit array (TA) [4], [5]. Alternatively, the terminal 60

antenna may be a phased array of dual-band dual-CP patch 61

antennas [6]–[9]. However, these solutions are either bulky and 62

expensive or compact but inefficient and hard to fabricate at 63

Ka-band frequencies. There is a demand for simpler solutions, 64

low profile, low cost, and easy to fabricate up to millimeter- 65

wave frequencies. In general, CP waves can be generated 66

by antennas such as the truncated microstrip patch, crossed 67

dipoles [6], helix, and spiral [1]. However, none of these 68

allows dual band, unidirectional radiation patterns with mod- 69

erate directivity (e.g., 10–20 dBi) in a simple implementation 70

without the need for a polarization device, typically a hybrid 71

directional coupler. 72
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The literature offers another way of generating CP EM fields73

by combining an LP antenna and a polarization converter to74

avoid the above-mentioned shortcomings of conventional CP75

antennas. The polarization converter is basically an anisotropic76

medium that fully transmits (or reflects) a given LP field with77

a 90° phase difference along its two main axes, orthogonal to78

the direction of propagation. Hence, an incoming slant LP79

field, i.e., at 45° with respect to the two main axes, will80

be converted into a CP field. This sort of medium has been81

generally implemented using existing materials and various82

different metallic element designs in planar periodic structures83

such as frequency selective surfaces [11]–[16] and metasur-84

faces [17]–[19]. The existing LPs-to-CPs are mostly either85

wideband [11]–[13] or single band [14]–[18]. In [19], a very86

interesting polarizer based on a chiral cell geometry is used to87

convert an incident LP wave into orthogonal handedness CP88

waves in a low band and a high band. However, it only works89

for x-LP incident wave, imposing a fixed CP handedness at the90

low and high bands. This precludes the use of this type of cell91

for mobile satellite applications requiring polarization switch-92

ing for handover purposes as described earlier. In [20], a polar-93

ization converter in the reflection mode was introduced, hav-94

ing a dual-band dual-polarization capability with the desired95

polarization orthogonality between the two separate operating96

bands from the same incident LP field. This characteristic,97

considered for the space segment in [20]–[22], is demonstrated98

here with a polarization converter in transmission mode for the99

ground segment, and more specifically user terminals. Using a100

TA instead of a polarizing reflector design allows for reduced101

antenna height, which is desirable for mobile user terminal102

applications. In addition, the dual-band dual-polarization char-103

acteristic would enable the design of a TA antenna with a sim-104

plified feed design, either a single-polarized feed, eventually105

rotating 90° for handover purposes, or a dual-polarized feed106

combined with a single-wideband switch, also for handover107

purposes.108

This paper focuses on a new compact and efficient dual-109

band dual-CP that can be used to create an antenna satisfying110

all the previously identified aperture-feeding requirements for111

user terminals in multispot satellite communication systems.112

In fact, we propose a novel and low-loss dual-band dual-LP-to-113

CP converter to be operated in combination with a simple dual-114

band dual-LP feed antenna. We demonstrate the performance115

of the polarizer fed by an LP horn to illuminate a high-gain116

dual-band wide-angle beam steering TA. Together they form117

a low-profile dual-band dual-CP user terminal antenna for118

Ka-band satellite communications. We further present design119

rules for the polarizer.120

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, different121

components of the overall proposed antenna are presented122

and described. In Section III, the unit cell (UC) of the123

LP-to-CP converter is introduced and the effects of differ-124

ent physical parameters on the frequency response of the125

UC are explained. Section IV presents the simulation and126

measurement results of two horns at 20 and 30 GHz com-127

bined with the polarization converter. Finally, in Section V,128

the combinations of the horns and the polarizer are129

employed to feed a dual-band TA to implement a low-profile130

Fig. 1. Scheme of the dual-band dual-CP antenna to feed a large aperture
for Ka-band satellite communications. It is composed of the dual-band LP
feed and a dual-band LP-to-CP.

dual-band dual-CP ground terminal for Ka-band satellite 131

communication. 132

II. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION 133

Fig. 1 shows the scheme of the proposed dual-band dual- 134

CP antenna to feed a large aperture for Ka-band satellite 135

communications. The feed element excites two orthogonal LPs 136

at two frequency bands. Each LP illuminates the polarizer and 137

gets converted to two orthogonal CPs at the two frequency 138

bands. Note that, for the same input LP, the output CP is 139

orthogonal between the U/L and D/L bands. The design of 140

a dual-band linear antenna to feed the polarizer is out of the 141

goals of this paper. Therefore, in this paper and as a proof-of- 142

concept, the LP waves at 20 and 30 GHz are radiated by two 143

LP rectangular horns operating at these respective frequencies. 144

The proposed LP-to-CP converter is a single panel com- 145

posed of identical UCs. These elements have dual-band oper- 146

ation with the low insertion loss at both bands. Besides, 147

the polarizer is physically and electrically very thin (only 148

1.05 mm, corresponding to 0.07λ0 and 0.11λ0 at 20 and 149

30 GHz, respectively). 150

The working principle of the polarizer starts with the split- 151

ting of an LP wave into two orthogonal linear components, like 152

standard polarization converters do. However, it then generates 153

−90° phase shift between them at the lower frequency band 154

and +90° phase shift at the higher frequency band. This means 155

that a linear x-polarized incident wave at the lower frequency 156

band gets converted to an LHCP wave through the polarizer, 157

while the same LP wave gets converted to an RHCP wave at 158

the higher frequency band. The polarizer functions the same 159

way for a linear y-polarized incident wave, but it converts 160

into the orthogonal CP wave at each band compared to the 161

x-polarized incidence. 162

III. LINEAR-TO-CIRCULAR POLARIZER UNIT CELL 163

The UCs that compose the proposed LP-to-CP con- 164

verter present x′- and y′-axes symmetries [x ′y ′z′ is the 165

local coordinate system of the cell, rotated 45° around the 166

z-axis with respect to the main xyz coordinate system, see 167

Fig. 2(a)], and are similar to the ones introduced in [25]–[28]. 168
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Fig. 2. Structure of the UC. (a) 3-D view. (b) First layer. (c) Second layer.

Once an LP incident wave makes a ±45° angle in relation to169

the x ′- and y ′-axes of the cell [Fig. 2(a)], the cell decomposes170

the wave into two orthogonal components along x ′- and171

y ′-axes. To avoid generating a +45° directed incident wave,172

we rotated the cell by 45°. Then, it transmits both components173

with almost equal amplitude and −90° phase difference at174

20 GHz and +90° phase difference at 30 GHz. For example,175

the +45°-rotated UC converts a y-polarized incident wave to176

an RHCP at 20 GHz and to an LHCP at 30 GHz through the177

polarizer.178

The cell is composed of three metallic layers parallel to179

the x ′y ′ plane, separated by thin 0.508 mm dielectric Rogers180

DuroidTM 5880 slabs (εr = 2.2 and tanδ = 0.0009). The first181

and the third layers of the UC are identical and composed of182

a patch and a split ring. The middle layer is composed of a183

circular slot plus a rectangular patch.184

Due to the asymmetric elements along x ′- and y ′-axes185

(lack of 90° rotational symmetry), the UC responds differently186

to the two orthogonal LP and normal incident waves (i.e.,187

x′-polarized and y′-polarized waves). To operate as an LP-to-188

CP converter, the cell should transmit both x ′- and y ′-polarized189

waves with equal amplitude and 90° phase difference. The190

proposed UC shown in Fig. 2 provides this distinct response191

to x ′- and y ′-polarized normal incidences at two frequency192

bands.193

The design and optimization of this UC were performed194

in CST Microwave Studio [29] using periodic boundary con-195

ditions in x ′- and y ′-directions and open in z′-direction so196

that it operates at dual-satellite communication Ka-band, i.e.,197

19.7–20.2 and 29.5–30 GHz. The structure is illuminated by198

two normal plane waves propagating in the z′-direction with199

the electric fields in x ′- and y ′-directions. The optimization200

aimed to obtain linear reflection coefficients below −10 dB;201

therefore, it is a very good transmission, while the phaseAQ:4 202

difference between the two linear transmission coefficients203

was required to be about ±90° at both frequency bands. The204

optimized dimensions of the cell are summarized in Table I.205

The reflection coefficients of the UC for these normal incident206

TABLE I

DIMENSIONS OF THE UC

Fig. 3. Reflection coefficients of the UC for an x′-polarized and a y′-polarized
normal incident waves.

waves are presented in Fig. 3. The gray bars in Fig. 3 highlight 207

the two frequency bands of the dual-Ka-band satellite commu- 208

nications. Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the amplitude and phase of 209

the transmission coefficients of the cell for these orthogonal 210

incidences. Based on these much different coefficients of the 211

cell, it can be concluded that the cell presents distinct features 212

to the x ′- and y ′-polarized waves. 213

A. Cell Design Guidelines 214

To design a similar cell for other frequencies, one should 215

choose WUC close to λ/2, where λ is the wavelength at the 216

higher frequency band. It is also essential that the behavior 217

of the reflection coefficients of the cell follows the one 218

depicted in Fig. 3, where the first two resonances of the 219

cell to an x′-polarized wave are below its resonance to an 220

y′-polarized incident wave. Moreover, the third resonance to 221

an x′-polarized wave is also less than the second resonance 222

of the cell to y′-polarized wave. However, it is also important 223

that the transmission coefficients of the cell follow the ones 224

depicted in Fig. 4(a), where S21x ′x ′ has two zeros in the 225

middle of the band. The two split rings behave as strongly 226

coupled resonators for x′-polarized incident wave, while they 227

are nonresonant for y′-polarized incident wave for frequencies 228

below 30 GHz. This provides a 180° phase jump only in 229

S21x′x′, between the two working bands, and consequently, 230

enables opposite handedness in the transmitted CP waves in 231

the two bands. The two identical rectangular patches in the 232

same layers are used to achieve the transmission bands for the 233

y′-polarized wave. Finally, the circular slot in the middle layer 234
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Fig. 4. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase of the transmission coefficients of the
UC to an x′-polarized and a y′-polarized normal incident waves.

provides the transmission bands in the lower band. Finally,235

Fig. 4(b) shows how this arrangement of the resonances allows236

achieving LP-to-CP conversion with orthogonal handedness at237

the two bands.238

In order to achieve the mentioned resonances, one should239

choose rs so that c/(2πrs
√

εeff ) is lower than the lower240

frequency band, where c is the speed of light in free space241

and εeff is approximated by (εr + 1)/2. This ensures that the242

first resonance in S11x′x′ is lower than the desired lower243

band edge, i.e., 19.7 GHz in the present example. It is244

worth mentioning that rs is both the outer radius of the ring245

and the radius of the slot. This step helps finding the right246

substrate permittivity εr . In the subsequent step, the second247

resonance in the S11x′x′ has to be close to the lower desired248

frequency band and lower than the first resonance in S11y′y.249

This condition is necessary to obtain −90° phase difference250

between the two linear transmission coefficients at the lower251

frequency band (19.7–20.2 GHz). The second resonance in252

S11x′x is due to the strong coupling between the two split253

rings and can be achieved and altered by choosing a thinner254

substrate [30]. Therefore, a substrate thickness based on the255

Fig. 5. Reflection coefficient and linear-to-circular transmission coefficients
of the UC to y-polarized component normal incident wave and with the cell
system of axis rotated by 45° in relation to the incident wave polarization.

available standard commercial size and meeting the previous 256

step can be found. Additional tuning can be done by adjusting 257

the width of the ring, rs − ri , to shift up this secondary 258

resonance by increasing the width. The third resonance in 259

S11x′x′ can be altered by the choice of Gx and Gy so that 260

first, it would be close to the higher desired frequency band, 261

29.5–30 GHz, and second, it would be lower than the second 262

resonance in S11y′y′ (Fig. 3). 263

For the y′-polarized incident wave, by choosing S, the size

AQ:5

264

of the split in the rings, about 2rs/3 and Py of about 4rs/3, 265

the main behavior of the cell to the y′-polarized incident wave 266

is almost defined. One can fine tune S11y′y′ by altering Px to 267

obtain ±90° phase difference in the transmission coefficient 268

at both frequency bands and ensure that the second resonance 269

of S11y′y′ is slightly higher than the third resonance of the 270

S11x′x′. Of course, these guidelines define only the general 271

behavior of the cell and its resonances. After these steps, fine 272

tuning the dimensions through the full-wave simulation of the 273

UC is required to obtain the final results. 274

B. Linear-to-Circular Polarization Conversion 275

To assess the insertion loss and the axial ratio of the 276

CP transmitted fields by the polarizer UC, the response of 277

the cell to a y-polarized field [Fig. 5(a)] is presented. The 278

linear reflection and linear-to-circular transmissions of the 279

cell to a y-polarized incident wave are shown in Fig. 5(b). 280
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These coefficients are the same for an x-polarized incident281

wave but the cell converts the x-polarized of incident wave to282

an LHCP wave at 20 GHz and to an RHCP wave at 30 GHz283

with the same coefficients.284

Based on Fig. 5(b), the insertion loss of the polarizer cell285

is 0.1 dB at 20 GHz and 0.6 dB at 30 GHz. This loss is286

higher at 30 GHz than 20 GHz due to higher reflections of287

the cell to both LP incident waves (Fig. 3). The bandwidths of288

the cell, where the reflection coefficient is less than −10 dB289

and the cross polarization is better than −15 dB, are about 4%290

(800 MHz) and 8% (2.3 GHz) at 20 and 30 GHz, respectively.291

The provided bandwidths are much wider than the bandwidths292

required for Ka-band satellite communication highlighted with293

gray shading in Fig. 5.294

It is also important to assess the sensitivity of the cell’s295

performance to the incidence angle. Fig. 6 presents the296

frequency response of the cell for incident angles up to297

θinc = 45°. It is shown that for up to 45° oblique inci-298

dence, the transmission loss of the cell increases to only299

0.65 dB within 19.7–20.2 GHz [Fig. 6(a)] and 3.2 dB in300

29.5–30 GHz [Fig. 6(b)]. Moreover, the dependence of the301

axial ratio on the incident angle at the lower frequency band302

and the higher frequency band is presented in Fig. 6(c) and303

(d), respectively. Fig. 6 shows that the higher increase of304

transmission loss in the upper band is due to an increase305

in the reflection coefficient and not by a particular higher306

depolarization effect of the UC when compared to the lower307

band. The axial ratio is below 3 and 3.4 dB for incidence308

angles up to 45° at the lower and higher frequency bands,309

respectively. However, for incidence angles up to θinc = 30°,310

the insertion loss is below 0.2 dB at the lower band and it311

is below 1.5 dB at the higher band. Moreover, for incidence312

angles up to θinc = 30°, the axial ratio is better than 2.3 dB313

at both bands. While these results are only presented for314

y-polarized wave, they are also valid for an x-polarized wave315

but with orthogonal CPs at each band.316

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE POLARIZER317

An 8 × 8 array of the LP-to-CP converter UC, introduced in318

Section III, was fabricated. Each layer was printed on 20 mil319

Rogers 5880 with 17μm cladding. Then, the printed layers320

were aligned and glued together with Rogers 3001 bonding321

film, which has the same relative permittivity as the Rogers322

5880 substrate.323

To evaluate the performance of the polarizer at both bands,324

it was first placed in front of a standard gain K -band rectangu-325

lar horn (Flann Microwave N° 20240-15) with 14.4 dBi gain326

at 20 GHz. Then, it was placed in front of a Ka-band standard327

gain rectangular horn (Flann Microwave N° 22240-15) with328

the same gain of 14.1 dBi at 30 GHz. Fig. 7 shows the 3-D329

printed setup to hold the center of the polarizer in front of330

the center of the horn’s aperture and parallel to it. As shown331

in Fig. 7, the radiation from the horn is y-polarized compared332

to the polarizer axis. The setup was designed to allow changing333

the distance between the polarizer and horn to optimize the334

axial ratio at both bands.335

The distance between the polarizer and the horns was first336

set to d = 22.5 mm according to the simulation results.337

Fig. 6. Performance of the LP-to-CP cell for various incident angles
at (a) and (c) lower frequency and (b) and (d) higher frequency bands.
(a) y-polarized wave to RHCP transmission coefficient at the lower frequency
band. (b) y-polarized wave to LHCP transmission coefficient at the higher
frequency band. (c) Axial ratio at the lower frequency band. (d) Axial ratio
at the higher frequency band.

However, in the measurements, we also tested d = 21.3 mm 338

and d = 23.7 mm to find the best axial ratio and gain at 339

both bands. Figs. 8 and 9 present the gain and axial ratio 340

versus frequencies for the above d values, with the polarizer 341

illuminated by the 20 and 30 GHz horns, respectively. 342

Fig. 8(a) confirms that the y-polarized wave from the 343

horn gets mainly converted through the polarizer to RHCP 344

wave in the lower band. Based on Fig. 8(a) and (b), while 345

the RHCP gain does not change significantly for different 346
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Fig. 7. 3-D printed setup to hold the horn and the polarizer.

Fig. 8. (a) Measured CP gains and (b) simulated and measured axial ratio
of the 20 GHz horn plus the polarizer at the higher band for different values
of d.

values of d , the axial ratio is only 1.4 dB at 20.4 GHz for347

d = 23.7 mm. However, the value of d has to be optimized348

at both bands. Therefore, by looking at Fig. 9(a) and (b),349

it is obvious that d = 23.7 mm also maximizes the gain350

of LHCP wave at the higher band while it minimizes the351

gain of the cross RHCP. For this distance, the axial ratio of352

the 30 GHz horn and the polarizer has the minimum value353

Fig. 9. (a) Measured CP gains and (b) simulated and measured axial ratio
of the 30 GHz horn plus the polarizer at the higher band for different values
of d.

of 2 dB at 29.7 GHz. Therefore, d = 23.7 mm was chosen 354

for the rest of the measurements. It is worth mentioning 355

that Figs. 8(a) and 9(a) confirm that the polarizer converts 356

y-polarized incidence to RHCP at the lower band and LHCP 357

at the higher band. Moreover, the bigger change in the values 358

of the gain at the higher band stems from two reasons. First, 359

the fact that any physical change in d is electrically larger 360

at the higher band, and second, the reflection coefficient of 361

the polarizer is larger at the higher band that causes more 362

coupling between the aperture of the horn and the polar- 363

izer. The amount of this coupling changes with the change 364

of d . 365

The CP radiation patterns of the polarizer in front of the 366

20 GHz horn when d = 23.7 mm are compared with the horn 367

itself at 20 GHz in Fig. 10. Fig. 10 shows that the polarizer 368

converts the y-polarized wave horn with low-insertion loss 369

and cross-polarization level of 16 dB. Fig. 11 shows the 370

comparison of the measured radiation pattern of the LP horn 371

at 30 GHz with the CP patterns of the polarizer feed by the 372

same horn. Fig. 11 shows the LP-to-CP conversion through the 373
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Fig. 10. Measured LP radiation pattern of the 20 GHz horn and simulated
and measured CP patterns of the polarizer in front of the horn at, respectively,
d = 22.5 mm and d = 23.7 mm at 20 GHz.

Fig. 11. Measured LP radiation pattern of the 30 GHz horn and simulated
and measured CP patterns of the polarizer in front of the horn at, respectively,
d = 22.5mm and d = 23.7mm at 30 GHz.

polarizer at 30 GHz occurs with only 0.7 dB insertion loss and374

15 dB of cross-polarization level. Therefore, Figs. 10 and 11375

confirm that the polarizer preserves the patterns of each horn376

and only convert its LP pattern to CP with minimum insertion377

loss.378

V. INTEGRATION WITH A TRANSMIT-ARRAY FOR379

KA-BAND SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS380

In this section, we employ the two standard gain LP381

rectangular horns working at 20 and 30 GHz plus the polarizer382

as feeds to illuminate a dual-band TA. We will onward call383

the whole combination of the horn, the polarizer, and the TA,384

HPTA. The measurements of the HPTA are done at 20.4 andAQ:6 385

29.6 GHz based on the measurement results of Section IV386

and to obtain optimal value of axial ratio from the whole387

system. The dual-band TA used in this section is similar to388

the one proposed in [5], where the TA has an aperture size389

Fig. 12. 3-D printed setup to hold the LP horn, the polarizer, and the dual-
band TA. The photograph shows that the setup allows the TA to be moved
along the indicated displacement axis to steer the beam.

Fig. 13. CP radiation patterns of the 20.4 GHz horn plus the polarizer plus
the TA when horn’s radiation is (a) x-polarized and (b) y-polarized. Blue
lines: RHCP patterns. Red lines: LHCP patterns.

of 196 mm × 147 mm. A 3-D printed support was used to 390

hold the TA at a distance of F = 100 mm from the horn and 391

in front of the polarizer. Fig. 12 shows the 3-D setup holding 392
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Fig. 14. CP radiation patterns of the 29.7 GHz horn plus the polarizer plus
the TA when horn’s radiation is (a) x-polarized and (b) y-polarized. Blue
lines: RHCP patterns. Red lines: LHCP patterns.

each horn, the polarizer, and the dual-band TA at the designed393

distances from each other.394

It can be seen from Fig. 12 that the TA can be moved395

along the shown displacement axis (a) to steer the beam.396

Here, we moved the TA from a = −15 mm to a = 44 mm,397

which corresponds to steering the beam from θ = 50° to398

16° at 20 and 30 GHz in the zenith plane. The maximum399

of the beam is almost directed to the same angle at both400

frequencies with a difference less than 2°. Fig. 13(a) and401

(b) shows the CP radiation patterns of the horn, polarizer,402

and the TA at 20.4 GHz when the horn is x-polarized and403

y-polarized, respectively. We chose to measure the patterns404

at 20.4 GHz, since based on Fig. 8(b), the horn plus the405

polarizer provides minimum axial ratio of 1.4 dB at this406

frequency. At the end, it can be seen that for both the horn407

and its 90° rotated one, the HPTA provides maximum gain408

of 23.4 dBi and scanning loss of less than 1.8 dB in the409

scanning range of 16°−50°. The maximum cross-polarization410

levels when the horn is x-polarized or y-polarized are 11 and411

10 dB, respectively. However, the cross-polarization level is412

TABLE II

SUMMARY OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE HIGH-GAIN DUAL-BAND
DUAL-CP ANTENNA COMPOSED OF THE HORN, THE

POLARIZER, AND THE TA

dominated by the behavior of the TA, not only because of the 413

intrinsic behavior of its UCs but also because of the demanding 414

conditions for its operation with reduced F/D and wide-angle 415

scanning. Improving the polarization discrimination of the 416

aperture (TA or other), increasing F/D, and increasing the 417

distance between the LP feed and the polarizer would lead to 418

much lower cross-polarization levels, approaching those of the 419

polarizer under plane-wave excitation. It is worth noticing that 420

orthogonal LP incident waves, here, are obtained by rotating 421

the horn by 90°. However, the same results can be obtained by 422

rotating the polarizer by 90°. Moreover, employing a dual-LP 423

feed eliminates the need for this step. 424

After measuring the HPTA at the lower band, we replaced 425

the 20 GHz horn with the 30 GHz horn in the 3-D printed 426

support (Fig. 12). Based on both the gain and the axial ratio of 427

the 30 GHz horn with the polarizer (Fig. 9), we performed the 428

measurements at 29.6 GHz, where the gain is 15.8 dBi and the 429

axial ratio is 2.8 dB. Fig. 14(a) shows the CP radiation patterns 430

when the horn is radiating x-polarized wave, and Fig. 14(b) 431

shows the radiation patterns when the horn is 90° rotated. 432

We again moved the TA along a-axis from a = −15 mm to 433

a = 44 mm to steer the beam at 29.6 GHz. This corresponds 434
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to steering the beam from θ = 50° to 16° with maximum435

gain of 25.3 dBi and scanning loss of 2.5 dB at 29.6 GHz.436

The maximum cross-polarization level is 8 dB due to the437

performance of the TA’s elements at this frequency. Finally,438

Table II summarizes the performance of the HPTA for all the439

a-positions of the TA with respect to the 20 and 30 GHz horns440

for both LP radiations.441

VI. CONCLUSION442

The possibility of using a single aperture to produce dual-443

band dual-CP beams, capable of fast toggling of the polar-444

ization sense, is very much desired, especially for satellite445

communications. In this paper, the design complexity of such446

a primary feed is lowered by using a separate LP feed and447

a novel passive LP-to-CP polarizer. The proposed polarizer is448

the focus of this paper. It operates in the transmission mode449

at two separate nonadjacent frequency bands, converting each450

orthogonal LP incident waves into orthogonal outgoing CP451

waves at the two frequency bands. This unique feature of452

the polarizer allows toggling the polarization sense between453

the uplink and downlink bands just by switching between454

two orthogonal incident LP waves. This fulfills completely455

the above-mentioned requirement in the beginning of the456

paragraph.457

In order to isolate the behavior of the polarizer, in this458

paper, we used 20 and 30 GHz horns to generate very pure459

LP incident fields. It was shown that the polarizer reasonably460

preserves the radiation pattern of the horn while it changes461

the polarization of the outgoing wave as required. To assess462

the usefulness of the proposed concept, the horn-plus-polarizer463

assembly was successfully used to illuminate a K /Ka dual-464

band TA with CP and wide-angle beam steering.465

The separate structure of the primary feed allows great466

flexibility to use the polarizer in different conditions. For467

instance, a low-profile printed technology switched dual-LP468

feed can be used with the same polarizer, instead of the horns.469

The polarizer can be redesigned for any desired frequency470

bands and employed separately for various applications. For471

example, the polarizer itself can be placed in close distance472

from a dual-band LP reflect array and convert it to dual-band473

dual-CP reflect array similar to the work done for a single-474

band RA [32] but for dual-band operation.475
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Dual-Band Dual-Linear-to-Circular Polarization
Converter in Transmission Mode Application to

K /Ka-Band Satellite Communications
Parinaz Naseri , Member, IEEE, Sérgio A. Matos , Member, IEEE, Jorge R. Costa , Senior Member, IEEE,

Carlos A. Fernandes , Senior Member, IEEE, and Nelson J. G. Fonseca , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— Many wireless communication applications such as1

satellite communications use circularly polarized (CP) signals,2

with the requirement for easy switching of the polarization sense3

between uplink and downlink. Specifically, in satellite commu-4

nications, the trend is also to move to higher frequencies and5

integrate the receiving and transmitting antennas in one dual-6

band terminal. However, these simultaneous demands make the7

design and fabrication of the composing parts very challenging.8

We propose, here, a dual-band dual-linear polarization (LP)-to-9

CP converter that works in the transmission mode. The working10

principle of this polarizer is explained through an example for11

Ka-band satellite communications at 19.7–20.2 and 29.5–30 GHz.12

The LP-to-CP converter is a single panel composed of identical13

unit cells with a thickness of only 1.05 mm and a size of14

5.3 mm × 5.3 mm. Due to its operation in the transmission15

mode, the polarizer can be combined with a simple dual-band16

dual-LP antenna to obtain the desired dual-band dual-CP single17

antenna. However, the unique property of this polarizer is yet18

the fact that it converts a given LP wave, e.g., x-polarization,19

to orthogonal CP waves at the two nonadjacent frequency bands,20

e.g., left-handed CP at lower band and right-handed CP at higher21

band. The polarizer is tested both with 20 and 30 GHz LP22

rectangular horns to illuminate a dual-band transmit array (TA)23

to obtain wide-angle steering of CP beams. The performance of24

the polarizer and its association with the TA is evaluated through25

simulation and measurements. We also present design guidelines

AQ:1

AQ:2

AQ:3

26

for this type of polarizer.27

Index Terms— Antenna–filter–antenna, circular polariza-28

tion (CP), dual-band antennas, frequency selective surfaces,29

periodic structures, polarization conversion.30
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I. INTRODUCTION 31

IN SOME applications such as satellite and point-to- 32

multipoint communications, circular polarization (CP) is 33

preferred over linearly polarized (LP) radiation because it 34

is less influenced by multipath fading and by polarization 35

mismatch associated with ground terminal mobility [1]. 36

For satellite communications (satcom), besides CP, 37

an antenna is usually required to operate at two distinct and 38

nonadjacent frequency bands in orthogonal polarizations as 39

a means to further enhance the isolation between transmit 40

and receive signals, as power flux densities for those types 41

of applications are very low and particularly sensitive to 42

interference. For example, broadband satellite communications 43

at Ka-band make use of a dedicated frequency spectrum with 44

the downlink (D/L) at 19.7–20.2 GHz and the uplink (U/L) at 45

29.5–30 GHz. If the user (ground) terminal receives (D/L) a 46

left-handed CP (LHCP) electromagnetic (EM) field, it should 47

transmit (U/L) an orthogonal EM field, in this case, a 48

right-handed CP (RHCP) field. Another important aspect 49

for mobile satcom applications associated with spot beam 50

broadband satellites is the polarization diversity over the 51

service area, meaning that the user terminal must be able to 52

switch from one polarization to another in both bands, while 53

maintaining the polarization orthogonality between the two 54

bands when doing the handover between one spot and the 55

adjacent one. 56

In order to respond to these requirements, user terminal 57

antennas for Ka-band satcom often use a horn antenna com- 58

bined with an orthomode transducer to feed a reflector [2], [3] 59

or transmit array (TA) [4], [5]. Alternatively, the terminal 60

antenna may be a phased array of dual-band dual-CP patch 61

antennas [6]–[9]. However, these solutions are either bulky and 62

expensive or compact but inefficient and hard to fabricate at 63

Ka-band frequencies. There is a demand for simpler solutions, 64

low profile, low cost, and easy to fabricate up to millimeter- 65

wave frequencies. In general, CP waves can be generated 66

by antennas such as the truncated microstrip patch, crossed 67

dipoles [6], helix, and spiral [1]. However, none of these 68

allows dual band, unidirectional radiation patterns with mod- 69

erate directivity (e.g., 10–20 dBi) in a simple implementation 70

without the need for a polarization device, typically a hybrid 71

directional coupler. 72

0018-926X © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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The literature offers another way of generating CP EM fields73

by combining an LP antenna and a polarization converter to74

avoid the above-mentioned shortcomings of conventional CP75

antennas. The polarization converter is basically an anisotropic76

medium that fully transmits (or reflects) a given LP field with77

a 90° phase difference along its two main axes, orthogonal to78

the direction of propagation. Hence, an incoming slant LP79

field, i.e., at 45° with respect to the two main axes, will80

be converted into a CP field. This sort of medium has been81

generally implemented using existing materials and various82

different metallic element designs in planar periodic structures83

such as frequency selective surfaces [11]–[16] and metasur-84

faces [17]–[19]. The existing LPs-to-CPs are mostly either85

wideband [11]–[13] or single band [14]–[18]. In [19], a very86

interesting polarizer based on a chiral cell geometry is used to87

convert an incident LP wave into orthogonal handedness CP88

waves in a low band and a high band. However, it only works89

for x-LP incident wave, imposing a fixed CP handedness at the90

low and high bands. This precludes the use of this type of cell91

for mobile satellite applications requiring polarization switch-92

ing for handover purposes as described earlier. In [20], a polar-93

ization converter in the reflection mode was introduced, hav-94

ing a dual-band dual-polarization capability with the desired95

polarization orthogonality between the two separate operating96

bands from the same incident LP field. This characteristic,97

considered for the space segment in [20]–[22], is demonstrated98

here with a polarization converter in transmission mode for the99

ground segment, and more specifically user terminals. Using a100

TA instead of a polarizing reflector design allows for reduced101

antenna height, which is desirable for mobile user terminal102

applications. In addition, the dual-band dual-polarization char-103

acteristic would enable the design of a TA antenna with a sim-104

plified feed design, either a single-polarized feed, eventually105

rotating 90° for handover purposes, or a dual-polarized feed106

combined with a single-wideband switch, also for handover107

purposes.108

This paper focuses on a new compact and efficient dual-109

band dual-CP that can be used to create an antenna satisfying110

all the previously identified aperture-feeding requirements for111

user terminals in multispot satellite communication systems.112

In fact, we propose a novel and low-loss dual-band dual-LP-to-113

CP converter to be operated in combination with a simple dual-114

band dual-LP feed antenna. We demonstrate the performance115

of the polarizer fed by an LP horn to illuminate a high-gain116

dual-band wide-angle beam steering TA. Together they form117

a low-profile dual-band dual-CP user terminal antenna for118

Ka-band satellite communications. We further present design119

rules for the polarizer.120

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, different121

components of the overall proposed antenna are presented122

and described. In Section III, the unit cell (UC) of the123

LP-to-CP converter is introduced and the effects of differ-124

ent physical parameters on the frequency response of the125

UC are explained. Section IV presents the simulation and126

measurement results of two horns at 20 and 30 GHz com-127

bined with the polarization converter. Finally, in Section V,128

the combinations of the horns and the polarizer are129

employed to feed a dual-band TA to implement a low-profile130

Fig. 1. Scheme of the dual-band dual-CP antenna to feed a large aperture
for Ka-band satellite communications. It is composed of the dual-band LP
feed and a dual-band LP-to-CP.

dual-band dual-CP ground terminal for Ka-band satellite 131

communication. 132

II. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION 133

Fig. 1 shows the scheme of the proposed dual-band dual- 134

CP antenna to feed a large aperture for Ka-band satellite 135

communications. The feed element excites two orthogonal LPs 136

at two frequency bands. Each LP illuminates the polarizer and 137

gets converted to two orthogonal CPs at the two frequency 138

bands. Note that, for the same input LP, the output CP is 139

orthogonal between the U/L and D/L bands. The design of 140

a dual-band linear antenna to feed the polarizer is out of the 141

goals of this paper. Therefore, in this paper and as a proof-of- 142

concept, the LP waves at 20 and 30 GHz are radiated by two 143

LP rectangular horns operating at these respective frequencies. 144

The proposed LP-to-CP converter is a single panel com- 145

posed of identical UCs. These elements have dual-band oper- 146

ation with the low insertion loss at both bands. Besides, 147

the polarizer is physically and electrically very thin (only 148

1.05 mm, corresponding to 0.07λ0 and 0.11λ0 at 20 and 149

30 GHz, respectively). 150

The working principle of the polarizer starts with the split- 151

ting of an LP wave into two orthogonal linear components, like 152

standard polarization converters do. However, it then generates 153

−90° phase shift between them at the lower frequency band 154

and +90° phase shift at the higher frequency band. This means 155

that a linear x-polarized incident wave at the lower frequency 156

band gets converted to an LHCP wave through the polarizer, 157

while the same LP wave gets converted to an RHCP wave at 158

the higher frequency band. The polarizer functions the same 159

way for a linear y-polarized incident wave, but it converts 160

into the orthogonal CP wave at each band compared to the 161

x-polarized incidence. 162

III. LINEAR-TO-CIRCULAR POLARIZER UNIT CELL 163

The UCs that compose the proposed LP-to-CP con- 164

verter present x′- and y′-axes symmetries [x ′y ′z′ is the 165

local coordinate system of the cell, rotated 45° around the 166

z-axis with respect to the main xyz coordinate system, see 167

Fig. 2(a)], and are similar to the ones introduced in [25]–[28]. 168
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Fig. 2. Structure of the UC. (a) 3-D view. (b) First layer. (c) Second layer.

Once an LP incident wave makes a ±45° angle in relation to169

the x ′- and y ′-axes of the cell [Fig. 2(a)], the cell decomposes170

the wave into two orthogonal components along x ′- and171

y ′-axes. To avoid generating a +45° directed incident wave,172

we rotated the cell by 45°. Then, it transmits both components173

with almost equal amplitude and −90° phase difference at174

20 GHz and +90° phase difference at 30 GHz. For example,175

the +45°-rotated UC converts a y-polarized incident wave to176

an RHCP at 20 GHz and to an LHCP at 30 GHz through the177

polarizer.178

The cell is composed of three metallic layers parallel to179

the x ′y ′ plane, separated by thin 0.508 mm dielectric Rogers180

DuroidTM 5880 slabs (εr = 2.2 and tanδ = 0.0009). The first181

and the third layers of the UC are identical and composed of182

a patch and a split ring. The middle layer is composed of a183

circular slot plus a rectangular patch.184

Due to the asymmetric elements along x ′- and y ′-axes185

(lack of 90° rotational symmetry), the UC responds differently186

to the two orthogonal LP and normal incident waves (i.e.,187

x′-polarized and y′-polarized waves). To operate as an LP-to-188

CP converter, the cell should transmit both x ′- and y ′-polarized189

waves with equal amplitude and 90° phase difference. The190

proposed UC shown in Fig. 2 provides this distinct response191

to x ′- and y ′-polarized normal incidences at two frequency192

bands.193

The design and optimization of this UC were performed194

in CST Microwave Studio [29] using periodic boundary con-195

ditions in x ′- and y ′-directions and open in z′-direction so196

that it operates at dual-satellite communication Ka-band, i.e.,197

19.7–20.2 and 29.5–30 GHz. The structure is illuminated by198

two normal plane waves propagating in the z′-direction with199

the electric fields in x ′- and y ′-directions. The optimization200

aimed to obtain linear reflection coefficients below −10 dB;201

therefore, it is a very good transmission, while the phaseAQ:4 202

difference between the two linear transmission coefficients203

was required to be about ±90° at both frequency bands. The204

optimized dimensions of the cell are summarized in Table I.205

The reflection coefficients of the UC for these normal incident206

TABLE I

DIMENSIONS OF THE UC

Fig. 3. Reflection coefficients of the UC for an x′-polarized and a y′-polarized
normal incident waves.

waves are presented in Fig. 3. The gray bars in Fig. 3 highlight 207

the two frequency bands of the dual-Ka-band satellite commu- 208

nications. Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the amplitude and phase of 209

the transmission coefficients of the cell for these orthogonal 210

incidences. Based on these much different coefficients of the 211

cell, it can be concluded that the cell presents distinct features 212

to the x ′- and y ′-polarized waves. 213

A. Cell Design Guidelines 214

To design a similar cell for other frequencies, one should 215

choose WUC close to λ/2, where λ is the wavelength at the 216

higher frequency band. It is also essential that the behavior 217

of the reflection coefficients of the cell follows the one 218

depicted in Fig. 3, where the first two resonances of the 219

cell to an x′-polarized wave are below its resonance to an 220

y′-polarized incident wave. Moreover, the third resonance to 221

an x′-polarized wave is also less than the second resonance 222

of the cell to y′-polarized wave. However, it is also important 223

that the transmission coefficients of the cell follow the ones 224

depicted in Fig. 4(a), where S21x ′x ′ has two zeros in the 225

middle of the band. The two split rings behave as strongly 226

coupled resonators for x′-polarized incident wave, while they 227

are nonresonant for y′-polarized incident wave for frequencies 228

below 30 GHz. This provides a 180° phase jump only in 229

S21x′x′, between the two working bands, and consequently, 230

enables opposite handedness in the transmitted CP waves in 231

the two bands. The two identical rectangular patches in the 232

same layers are used to achieve the transmission bands for the 233

y′-polarized wave. Finally, the circular slot in the middle layer 234
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Fig. 4. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase of the transmission coefficients of the
UC to an x′-polarized and a y′-polarized normal incident waves.

provides the transmission bands in the lower band. Finally,235

Fig. 4(b) shows how this arrangement of the resonances allows236

achieving LP-to-CP conversion with orthogonal handedness at237

the two bands.238

In order to achieve the mentioned resonances, one should239

choose rs so that c/(2πrs
√

εeff ) is lower than the lower240

frequency band, where c is the speed of light in free space241

and εeff is approximated by (εr + 1)/2. This ensures that the242

first resonance in S11x′x′ is lower than the desired lower243

band edge, i.e., 19.7 GHz in the present example. It is244

worth mentioning that rs is both the outer radius of the ring245

and the radius of the slot. This step helps finding the right246

substrate permittivity εr . In the subsequent step, the second247

resonance in the S11x′x′ has to be close to the lower desired248

frequency band and lower than the first resonance in S11y′y.249

This condition is necessary to obtain −90° phase difference250

between the two linear transmission coefficients at the lower251

frequency band (19.7–20.2 GHz). The second resonance in252

S11x′x is due to the strong coupling between the two split253

rings and can be achieved and altered by choosing a thinner254

substrate [30]. Therefore, a substrate thickness based on the255

Fig. 5. Reflection coefficient and linear-to-circular transmission coefficients
of the UC to y-polarized component normal incident wave and with the cell
system of axis rotated by 45° in relation to the incident wave polarization.

available standard commercial size and meeting the previous 256

step can be found. Additional tuning can be done by adjusting 257

the width of the ring, rs − ri , to shift up this secondary 258

resonance by increasing the width. The third resonance in 259

S11x′x′ can be altered by the choice of Gx and Gy so that 260

first, it would be close to the higher desired frequency band, 261

29.5–30 GHz, and second, it would be lower than the second 262

resonance in S11y′y′ (Fig. 3). 263

For the y′-polarized incident wave, by choosing S, the size

AQ:5

264

of the split in the rings, about 2rs/3 and Py of about 4rs/3, 265

the main behavior of the cell to the y′-polarized incident wave 266

is almost defined. One can fine tune S11y′y′ by altering Px to 267

obtain ±90° phase difference in the transmission coefficient 268

at both frequency bands and ensure that the second resonance 269

of S11y′y′ is slightly higher than the third resonance of the 270

S11x′x′. Of course, these guidelines define only the general 271

behavior of the cell and its resonances. After these steps, fine 272

tuning the dimensions through the full-wave simulation of the 273

UC is required to obtain the final results. 274

B. Linear-to-Circular Polarization Conversion 275

To assess the insertion loss and the axial ratio of the 276

CP transmitted fields by the polarizer UC, the response of 277

the cell to a y-polarized field [Fig. 5(a)] is presented. The 278

linear reflection and linear-to-circular transmissions of the 279

cell to a y-polarized incident wave are shown in Fig. 5(b). 280
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These coefficients are the same for an x-polarized incident281

wave but the cell converts the x-polarized of incident wave to282

an LHCP wave at 20 GHz and to an RHCP wave at 30 GHz283

with the same coefficients.284

Based on Fig. 5(b), the insertion loss of the polarizer cell285

is 0.1 dB at 20 GHz and 0.6 dB at 30 GHz. This loss is286

higher at 30 GHz than 20 GHz due to higher reflections of287

the cell to both LP incident waves (Fig. 3). The bandwidths of288

the cell, where the reflection coefficient is less than −10 dB289

and the cross polarization is better than −15 dB, are about 4%290

(800 MHz) and 8% (2.3 GHz) at 20 and 30 GHz, respectively.291

The provided bandwidths are much wider than the bandwidths292

required for Ka-band satellite communication highlighted with293

gray shading in Fig. 5.294

It is also important to assess the sensitivity of the cell’s295

performance to the incidence angle. Fig. 6 presents the296

frequency response of the cell for incident angles up to297

θinc = 45°. It is shown that for up to 45° oblique inci-298

dence, the transmission loss of the cell increases to only299

0.65 dB within 19.7–20.2 GHz [Fig. 6(a)] and 3.2 dB in300

29.5–30 GHz [Fig. 6(b)]. Moreover, the dependence of the301

axial ratio on the incident angle at the lower frequency band302

and the higher frequency band is presented in Fig. 6(c) and303

(d), respectively. Fig. 6 shows that the higher increase of304

transmission loss in the upper band is due to an increase305

in the reflection coefficient and not by a particular higher306

depolarization effect of the UC when compared to the lower307

band. The axial ratio is below 3 and 3.4 dB for incidence308

angles up to 45° at the lower and higher frequency bands,309

respectively. However, for incidence angles up to θinc = 30°,310

the insertion loss is below 0.2 dB at the lower band and it311

is below 1.5 dB at the higher band. Moreover, for incidence312

angles up to θinc = 30°, the axial ratio is better than 2.3 dB313

at both bands. While these results are only presented for314

y-polarized wave, they are also valid for an x-polarized wave315

but with orthogonal CPs at each band.316

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE POLARIZER317

An 8 × 8 array of the LP-to-CP converter UC, introduced in318

Section III, was fabricated. Each layer was printed on 20 mil319

Rogers 5880 with 17μm cladding. Then, the printed layers320

were aligned and glued together with Rogers 3001 bonding321

film, which has the same relative permittivity as the Rogers322

5880 substrate.323

To evaluate the performance of the polarizer at both bands,324

it was first placed in front of a standard gain K -band rectangu-325

lar horn (Flann Microwave N° 20240-15) with 14.4 dBi gain326

at 20 GHz. Then, it was placed in front of a Ka-band standard327

gain rectangular horn (Flann Microwave N° 22240-15) with328

the same gain of 14.1 dBi at 30 GHz. Fig. 7 shows the 3-D329

printed setup to hold the center of the polarizer in front of330

the center of the horn’s aperture and parallel to it. As shown331

in Fig. 7, the radiation from the horn is y-polarized compared332

to the polarizer axis. The setup was designed to allow changing333

the distance between the polarizer and horn to optimize the334

axial ratio at both bands.335

The distance between the polarizer and the horns was first336

set to d = 22.5 mm according to the simulation results.337

Fig. 6. Performance of the LP-to-CP cell for various incident angles
at (a) and (c) lower frequency and (b) and (d) higher frequency bands.
(a) y-polarized wave to RHCP transmission coefficient at the lower frequency
band. (b) y-polarized wave to LHCP transmission coefficient at the higher
frequency band. (c) Axial ratio at the lower frequency band. (d) Axial ratio
at the higher frequency band.

However, in the measurements, we also tested d = 21.3 mm 338

and d = 23.7 mm to find the best axial ratio and gain at 339

both bands. Figs. 8 and 9 present the gain and axial ratio 340

versus frequencies for the above d values, with the polarizer 341

illuminated by the 20 and 30 GHz horns, respectively. 342

Fig. 8(a) confirms that the y-polarized wave from the 343

horn gets mainly converted through the polarizer to RHCP 344

wave in the lower band. Based on Fig. 8(a) and (b), while 345

the RHCP gain does not change significantly for different 346
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Fig. 7. 3-D printed setup to hold the horn and the polarizer.

Fig. 8. (a) Measured CP gains and (b) simulated and measured axial ratio
of the 20 GHz horn plus the polarizer at the higher band for different values
of d.

values of d , the axial ratio is only 1.4 dB at 20.4 GHz for347

d = 23.7 mm. However, the value of d has to be optimized348

at both bands. Therefore, by looking at Fig. 9(a) and (b),349

it is obvious that d = 23.7 mm also maximizes the gain350

of LHCP wave at the higher band while it minimizes the351

gain of the cross RHCP. For this distance, the axial ratio of352

the 30 GHz horn and the polarizer has the minimum value353

Fig. 9. (a) Measured CP gains and (b) simulated and measured axial ratio
of the 30 GHz horn plus the polarizer at the higher band for different values
of d.

of 2 dB at 29.7 GHz. Therefore, d = 23.7 mm was chosen 354

for the rest of the measurements. It is worth mentioning 355

that Figs. 8(a) and 9(a) confirm that the polarizer converts 356

y-polarized incidence to RHCP at the lower band and LHCP 357

at the higher band. Moreover, the bigger change in the values 358

of the gain at the higher band stems from two reasons. First, 359

the fact that any physical change in d is electrically larger 360

at the higher band, and second, the reflection coefficient of 361

the polarizer is larger at the higher band that causes more 362

coupling between the aperture of the horn and the polar- 363

izer. The amount of this coupling changes with the change 364

of d . 365

The CP radiation patterns of the polarizer in front of the 366

20 GHz horn when d = 23.7 mm are compared with the horn 367

itself at 20 GHz in Fig. 10. Fig. 10 shows that the polarizer 368

converts the y-polarized wave horn with low-insertion loss 369

and cross-polarization level of 16 dB. Fig. 11 shows the 370

comparison of the measured radiation pattern of the LP horn 371

at 30 GHz with the CP patterns of the polarizer feed by the 372

same horn. Fig. 11 shows the LP-to-CP conversion through the 373
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Fig. 10. Measured LP radiation pattern of the 20 GHz horn and simulated
and measured CP patterns of the polarizer in front of the horn at, respectively,
d = 22.5 mm and d = 23.7 mm at 20 GHz.

Fig. 11. Measured LP radiation pattern of the 30 GHz horn and simulated
and measured CP patterns of the polarizer in front of the horn at, respectively,
d = 22.5mm and d = 23.7mm at 30 GHz.

polarizer at 30 GHz occurs with only 0.7 dB insertion loss and374

15 dB of cross-polarization level. Therefore, Figs. 10 and 11375

confirm that the polarizer preserves the patterns of each horn376

and only convert its LP pattern to CP with minimum insertion377

loss.378

V. INTEGRATION WITH A TRANSMIT-ARRAY FOR379

KA-BAND SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS380

In this section, we employ the two standard gain LP381

rectangular horns working at 20 and 30 GHz plus the polarizer382

as feeds to illuminate a dual-band TA. We will onward call383

the whole combination of the horn, the polarizer, and the TA,384

HPTA. The measurements of the HPTA are done at 20.4 andAQ:6 385

29.6 GHz based on the measurement results of Section IV386

and to obtain optimal value of axial ratio from the whole387

system. The dual-band TA used in this section is similar to388

the one proposed in [5], where the TA has an aperture size389

Fig. 12. 3-D printed setup to hold the LP horn, the polarizer, and the dual-
band TA. The photograph shows that the setup allows the TA to be moved
along the indicated displacement axis to steer the beam.

Fig. 13. CP radiation patterns of the 20.4 GHz horn plus the polarizer plus
the TA when horn’s radiation is (a) x-polarized and (b) y-polarized. Blue
lines: RHCP patterns. Red lines: LHCP patterns.

of 196 mm × 147 mm. A 3-D printed support was used to 390

hold the TA at a distance of F = 100 mm from the horn and 391

in front of the polarizer. Fig. 12 shows the 3-D setup holding 392
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Fig. 14. CP radiation patterns of the 29.7 GHz horn plus the polarizer plus
the TA when horn’s radiation is (a) x-polarized and (b) y-polarized. Blue
lines: RHCP patterns. Red lines: LHCP patterns.

each horn, the polarizer, and the dual-band TA at the designed393

distances from each other.394

It can be seen from Fig. 12 that the TA can be moved395

along the shown displacement axis (a) to steer the beam.396

Here, we moved the TA from a = −15 mm to a = 44 mm,397

which corresponds to steering the beam from θ = 50° to398

16° at 20 and 30 GHz in the zenith plane. The maximum399

of the beam is almost directed to the same angle at both400

frequencies with a difference less than 2°. Fig. 13(a) and401

(b) shows the CP radiation patterns of the horn, polarizer,402

and the TA at 20.4 GHz when the horn is x-polarized and403

y-polarized, respectively. We chose to measure the patterns404

at 20.4 GHz, since based on Fig. 8(b), the horn plus the405

polarizer provides minimum axial ratio of 1.4 dB at this406

frequency. At the end, it can be seen that for both the horn407

and its 90° rotated one, the HPTA provides maximum gain408

of 23.4 dBi and scanning loss of less than 1.8 dB in the409

scanning range of 16°−50°. The maximum cross-polarization410

levels when the horn is x-polarized or y-polarized are 11 and411

10 dB, respectively. However, the cross-polarization level is412

TABLE II

SUMMARY OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE HIGH-GAIN DUAL-BAND
DUAL-CP ANTENNA COMPOSED OF THE HORN, THE

POLARIZER, AND THE TA

dominated by the behavior of the TA, not only because of the 413

intrinsic behavior of its UCs but also because of the demanding 414

conditions for its operation with reduced F/D and wide-angle 415

scanning. Improving the polarization discrimination of the 416

aperture (TA or other), increasing F/D, and increasing the 417

distance between the LP feed and the polarizer would lead to 418

much lower cross-polarization levels, approaching those of the 419

polarizer under plane-wave excitation. It is worth noticing that 420

orthogonal LP incident waves, here, are obtained by rotating 421

the horn by 90°. However, the same results can be obtained by 422

rotating the polarizer by 90°. Moreover, employing a dual-LP 423

feed eliminates the need for this step. 424

After measuring the HPTA at the lower band, we replaced 425

the 20 GHz horn with the 30 GHz horn in the 3-D printed 426

support (Fig. 12). Based on both the gain and the axial ratio of 427

the 30 GHz horn with the polarizer (Fig. 9), we performed the 428

measurements at 29.6 GHz, where the gain is 15.8 dBi and the 429

axial ratio is 2.8 dB. Fig. 14(a) shows the CP radiation patterns 430

when the horn is radiating x-polarized wave, and Fig. 14(b) 431

shows the radiation patterns when the horn is 90° rotated. 432

We again moved the TA along a-axis from a = −15 mm to 433

a = 44 mm to steer the beam at 29.6 GHz. This corresponds 434
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to steering the beam from θ = 50° to 16° with maximum435

gain of 25.3 dBi and scanning loss of 2.5 dB at 29.6 GHz.436

The maximum cross-polarization level is 8 dB due to the437

performance of the TA’s elements at this frequency. Finally,438

Table II summarizes the performance of the HPTA for all the439

a-positions of the TA with respect to the 20 and 30 GHz horns440

for both LP radiations.441

VI. CONCLUSION442

The possibility of using a single aperture to produce dual-443

band dual-CP beams, capable of fast toggling of the polar-444

ization sense, is very much desired, especially for satellite445

communications. In this paper, the design complexity of such446

a primary feed is lowered by using a separate LP feed and447

a novel passive LP-to-CP polarizer. The proposed polarizer is448

the focus of this paper. It operates in the transmission mode449

at two separate nonadjacent frequency bands, converting each450

orthogonal LP incident waves into orthogonal outgoing CP451

waves at the two frequency bands. This unique feature of452

the polarizer allows toggling the polarization sense between453

the uplink and downlink bands just by switching between454

two orthogonal incident LP waves. This fulfills completely455

the above-mentioned requirement in the beginning of the456

paragraph.457

In order to isolate the behavior of the polarizer, in this458

paper, we used 20 and 30 GHz horns to generate very pure459

LP incident fields. It was shown that the polarizer reasonably460

preserves the radiation pattern of the horn while it changes461

the polarization of the outgoing wave as required. To assess462

the usefulness of the proposed concept, the horn-plus-polarizer463

assembly was successfully used to illuminate a K /Ka dual-464

band TA with CP and wide-angle beam steering.465

The separate structure of the primary feed allows great466

flexibility to use the polarizer in different conditions. For467

instance, a low-profile printed technology switched dual-LP468

feed can be used with the same polarizer, instead of the horns.469

The polarizer can be redesigned for any desired frequency470

bands and employed separately for various applications. For471

example, the polarizer itself can be placed in close distance472

from a dual-band LP reflect array and convert it to dual-band473

dual-CP reflect array similar to the work done for a single-474

band RA [32] but for dual-band operation.475
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